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Proofpoint Inc. a leading security-as-a-service provider, today announced
that Proofpoint Targeted Attack Protection™ featuring Predictive Defense
won a Best of TechEd 2014 award in the Security category. Penton’s Best
of TechEd awards, co-sponsored by Microsoft and Windows IT Pro, recognize Microsoft partners that offer innovative products and services for the
industry.
Read More >>

AlgoSec Application-Centric Vulnerability Management
With recent breaches making front page news, security leaders and their
teams must come up with ways to make business stakeholders aware and
accountable for IT security risks in their business units. But traditional risk
management practices have a very technical focus, displaying risks for servers, IP addresses, and other elements seldom understood by the business.
ReadMore >>
Watch Video >>

Businesses’ unsecured networks being used to
host cyber attacks on other organisations
Corero Network Security chief executive Ashley Stephenson
told Out-Law.com that hackers are undertaking ‘NTP amplification attacks’ on businesses and that companies need to be
aware that their servers may be being used to carry out attacks.
ReadMore >>

Proofpoint Acquires NetCitadel
Proofpoint, Inc., (NASDAQ: PFPT), a leading security-as-a-service
provider, today announced that it has acquired Silicon Valley-based
NetCitadel, a pioneer in the field of automated security incident
response, for approximately $24.0 million in cash. The acquisition
extends the reach and capabilities of Proofpoint’s existing advanced
threat solutions, adding additional threat verification and containment
capabilities via an open platform that unifies products from Proofpoint
and other vendors.
Read More >>

Vormetric Announces Partnership with MongoDB –
Extends Data-at-Rest protection for NoSQL Big Data
Environments
Vormetric, a leader in enterprise data security for physical, virtual and
cloud environments, today announced a partnership with MongoDB
that extends its data protection solutions to MongoDB NoSQL powered big data environments. Vormetric’s Transparent Encryption and
Application Encryption solutions combine the performance, flexibility,
simplicity and scalability needed to safeguard data within MongoDB
implementations, enabling customers to meet compliance requirements, and to protect sensitive information from data breaches.
Read More >>

SOLARWINDS ASKS “CAN YOU
TELL WHICH SYSTEM ISSUE WILL
AFFECT YOUR APPLICATION
PERFORMANCE?” YOU SHOULD.
In today’s inter-dependent IT environment, there
are few things as complex as managing application availability and its correlated infrastructure – physical and virtual servers, storage and
databases. SolarWinds (NYSE:SWI), a leading
provider of powerful and affordable IT management software, was built to enable IT Pros to
solve complex IT problems and recognizes that
top to bottom visibility into business –critical
applications and the related infrastructure helps
IT organizations to better predict, prioritize and
resolve issues before the end-user is affected.
Read More >>

SolarWinds Accelerates
Heterogeneous Storage
Management for Hybrid IT
SolarWinds (NYSE: SWI), a leading provider of
powerful and affordable IT management software,
today announced a feature rich update to its heterogeneous storage performance and capacity management product, SolarWinds Storage Manager,
which extends visibility into array performance
and capacity with enhanced EMC monitoring, simplifies charting and reporting, and empowers IT
Pros to customize their monitoring equipment with
user-defined logical unit number (LUN) grouping.
Read More >>

Security NEWS

Hottest IT Jobs
of 2014?
Malware Analyst
Positions Up
60% YoY
When my students ask
me how their studies
at UCSB might transfer
into corporate IT positions, I point to the rapid
rise in cyber-security
-- and particularly malware analyst -- positions
worldwide. In response
to increasingly sophisticated, advanced malware that evades detection and the advanced
persistent threats that
are bombarding organizations, many IT teams
are hiring malware
researchers to make
sense of the deluge.
Read More >>
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